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GHGR 3.2.2 - Activating BK 
Throughout Reading

• I can use BK about the topic of a book. 

• I can understand how the background information I 
need changes as I read the text.

* Sometimes while reading a book you may 
encounter unexpected information.!

* You will need to think about the topic of the 
book in order to activate BK.























"New Topics" My Background 
Knowledge Source

Double Agent 007 James Bond & 
Mission Impossible movies

under cover American Revolution reading

cracking a secret code understanding Mayan 
writing SS book

spying can cost you your 
life!

traitors sometime get 
killed movies / books

dis-information
people spread rumors that 

aren't true, sometimes 
about themselves

life experiences



"New Topics" My Background 
Knowledge Source

Read pp.72-85 in "What Time Is It?" and complete



GHGR 3.2.3 - Asking Questions 
to Fill Gaps in Your BK

• I can recognize gaps in my BK. 

• I can ask questions about what is unclear and read 
to find answers to the questions.

* Good Readers ask questions while reading 
especially when they don't understand.!

* Look for answers in the text, but others will 
require BK or using other resources.









































My Questions Gaps In My Knowledge Answers or No?

Who did the spying? Civil War spies Some spies were even 
women!

Why weren't women 
allowed to be soldiers?

women's jobs during the 
Civil War

No explicit answer,  but 
we can infer that it was 

too dangerous.

Why would the South 
paint logs to look like 

artillery?
What does artillery mean? heavy duty weapons like 

cannons

Why would someone be a 
spy without getting paid?

how government pays 
people "secretly" without 

blowing their cover
No



My Questions Gaps In My Knowledge Answers or No?

Read pp. 86-93 in "What Time Is It?" and complete



GHGR 3.2.4 - Revising BK 
to Accommodate New Info

• I can recognize new information in text. 

• I can use new information to modify and synthesize BK.

* How can learning something new in my 
reading help me revise what I know about the 

topic?





















Topics New to Me Information Added to My BK

Culper Spy Ring
* George Washington was the head, it 

was very complicated with many 
members with low tech spying

Hi-tech spy gear
communication devices hidden in 
regular objects, secret watch with 

cameras, etc...

Civil War Spies
Sarah Emma Edmonds - went in 

disguise to help spy & fight, because 
she was patriotic but women weren't 

supposed to help fight

World War II spies "Regular people" helped out in ways that 
the enemy wouldn't ever expect.



Topics New to Me Information Added to My BK

Read pp.96-97 in "What Time Is It?" and complete



GHGR 3.2.5 - Wrap Up
• BK that I need during reading changes from one 

chapter to another because... 

• Recording what I know about a topic on a web or 
chart helps me learn something new as I read by... 

• Asking questions as I read helps me to focus on 
the text by... 

• When I discover new information as I read I 
should...


